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PROGRAM

Greeting............................Kasmira Mohanty, AHS Advisor
Comments .........................Sarah Gill, Art Director
Inspiration..........................William Low, Guest Artist
Lighting of the Candles...........Jamie Paragallo, Secretary
The Society’s Charge..............James Smoot, Treasurer
Knighting ..........................Ekaterina KoulaKova, President
Pledge...............................Elisa Medina-Jaudes, Secretary
Closing Words..............Aaron Feltman & Ekaterina KoulaKova, President

Inductees

Current Members

Art Honor Society Officers
Ekaterina KoulaKova, President
Aaron Feltman, President
Elisa Medina-Jaudes, Corresponding Secretary
Jamie Paragallo, Recording Secretary
James Smoot, Treasurer

Special Thanks to:
AHS Officers
Mrs. Gill
Mr. Cusack
Mr. Polansky
Mrs. Castaldo and the Chamber Orchestra
Custodial Staff